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Foreword
High-quality postsecondary education offers people
in prison new opportunities. It makes it possible for
people leaving prison to build the lives they choose by
equipping them with the tools they need to navigate
the complex social and economic realities of America in
the 21st century. So, too, it offers people serving long—or
possibly endless—sentences the opportunity to build
community while in prison. The statistics supporting these statements are well known: participation in
postsecondary education in prison substantially reduces
the likelihood of a future prison term, a majority all jobs
now require postsecondary training, and the presence of
postsecondary programs in prisons makes those facilities safer and more humane for the people who live and
work within them. With so many reasons to offer these
programs, one may question why they are not more
widely available. The answer is simple: funding.
There is no doubt that people in prison are hungry for
these opportunities. Indeed, 70 percent of people in
prison would like to enroll in an education program,
the vast majority of whom set their sights on postsecondary education. But even at the highest estimates,
current enrollment reaches less than 2 percent of the
1.5 million people serving prison terms in the United
States today. Two recent events attest to the deep

interest and enthusiasm of students and the commitment of colleges to work with people behind bars: the
rapid expansion of programs that followed the launch
of the U.S. Department of Education’s Second Chance
Pell Experimental Sites Initiative (which temporarily reinstates Pell eligibility to incarcerated people
enrolling in participating colleges); and the significant
growth in programs in California after the state legislature in 2014 cleared the way for community colleges to
teach in state prisons.
But, more importantly for the research presented in this
report, these two events show the significant barrier that
funding represents to this field—and what can happen
when that barrier is lifted. Without reliable, renewable,
and accessible funding programs for incarcerated students and the colleges that enroll them, no amount of
interest or enthusiasm could make these programs available, at scale, to the more than 850,000 people who want
to enroll in them before they leave prison.
The primary and only truly reliable mechanism for
low-income students to gain access to higher education is the federal Pell Grant program. Most states rely
heavily on this federal program to support the college
aspirations of the neediest of their prospective college

students. A decade ago, in the grips of the deepest economic recession of the last century, state policymakers
had to make difficult decisions. In many cases, they
cut state financial aid programs for their residents and
tightened the budgets of their public higher education
institutions. Yet despite the return of prosperity in the
American economy, these programs still lag behind their
funding levels in the early 2000s.
Even if these budgets were fully funded in the future,
realistically no state financial aid program can shoulder the need-burden of a state’s residents without the
support of federal funding. Nor do we suggest here that
such a strategy is viable for incarcerated students. The
information contained in this report is presented to fill
gaps in our collective knowledge about state and federal
financial aid that could complement existing funding
sources like the Second Chance Pell initiative, state
contracts, or philanthropic investment—and also in the
future, we hope, by fully reinstated Pell Grants. After all,
public and private higher education institutions rely on
a rich network of funding sources to underwrite their
impressive innovations in meeting the challenges of the
changing education and employment landscapes and
their commitments to working with talented students of
limited financial means.

As we begin to see incarcerated students as part of our
college communities across the nation, we invite colleges and universities to draw on these same sources to
meet the challenges of building high-quality programs
for these talented, deserving, and overwhelmingly
enthusiastic students.
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Introduction

E

ach year more than 600,000 people leave prisons across the United
States and return home, seeking jobs and housing, aiming to reconnect
with family and loved ones, and working hard to stay free and avoid
arrest and another prison term.1 At the community level, postsecondary education offered to people in prison is a fundamental piece to building a skilled
workforce and a resilient economy.2 At the individual level, the combination
of benefits that postsecondary education provides puts people on a path
towards a brighter future by disrupting the cycle of poverty and incarceration.3 Educating people in prison doesn’t just benefit one generation: children
of those who attend college are more likely to enroll themselves.4
Postsecondary education has not been offered to people in prison at
scale due to the numerous barriers that prevent individual students and
postsecondary institutions from accessing state and federal funding programs that are available to other students and the institutions that serve
them.5 Over the last two decades, while colleges and departments of corrections have sought to expand educational opportunities in prison, they
have had to rely on private philanthropic funding and small state contracts
with corrections agencies, or to recruit students who can pay tuition without financial aid.6 The availability of these funding sources can fluctuate. In
particular, state funding for education programs offered in prison is vulnerable to economic downturns and difficult budget years.7 Indeed, there
is a significant gap today between eligibility for and interest in postsecondary education among people in prison, and actual enrollment in these
programs.8 The majority of people in prison are interested in pursuing
postsecondary education, but only a fraction are able to enroll.9
Colleges and corrections agencies have long partnered to offer education programs to people in prison. Prior to World War II, colleges and
universities offered correspondence courses to incarcerated people, and
later expanded offerings to include fully accredited academic programs
taught in-person inside the prison walls.10 With the passage of the Higher
Education Act of 1965 and the creation of Pell Grants for students with
financial need in 1972, colleges began to use federal financial aid to fund
programs in prisons.11 In 1994, however, Congress banned access to Pell
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Grants for people in prison—effectively cutting off educational opportunities beyond high school to more than a million incarcerated people
and ending college programs in which 23,000 people had been enrolled.12
More than half of states followed suit, banning incarcerated students from
participation in both need- and merit-based state financial aid programs.
Although a handful of colleges persisted in offering postsecondary education in prison, interest among incarcerated students far outstripped the
availability of programs.
Reinstating eligibility for federal Pell Grants to people in prison is the
most effective way to make quality higher education available to those
academically prepared and interested in enrolling.13 But state funding
can play a role, too. Two recent expansions in eligibility for financial aid
and state funding underline the key roles these funding programs play in
making programs available to people in prison. At the federal level, the U.S.
Department of Education launched the Second Chance Pell Experimental
Sites Initiative in 2016, a demonstration project that temporarily lifts the
ban on Pell Grants for students in state and federal prisons.14 This initiative
enables 67 colleges to administer federal financial aid to 11,000 students in
state and federal prisons.15 In California, a permanent change to state funding policy for community colleges in 2014 led to more than 4,500 students
enrolling in face-to-face higher education while still in prison.16 These students likely represent the single largest expansion in enrollment in college
programs among people behind bars in more than 25 years, showing the
impact that opening access to state and federal funding can have. But the
gap between incarcerated people who want an education and those who
can get one is still wide: 70 percent of people in prison would like to enroll
in an education program, the vast majority of whom—(82 percent) or more
than 850,000 people—set their sights on postsecondary education.17
That people in prison qualify for need-based financial aid should not be
surprising: incarcerated people overwhelmingly come from low-income
and impoverished communities of color and, with few exceptions, are
barred from earning market wages while in prison.18 Students outside of
prison pay tuition and fees through a variety of means, including out-ofpocket payments and merit- or need-based financial aid in the form of
grants and loans.19 For low-income students, the primary mechanism for
paying for postsecondary education is need-based financial aid. Given that
incarcerated students tend to have fewer financial resources than their
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peers in the community, few incarcerated people will be able to enroll in
postsecondary education without access to financial assistance.20 But these
programs are not necessarily open to incarcerated people.21
Although federal financial aid remains the primary funding source for
low-income students in the United States, nearly all states also have financial aid programs meant to support college attendance among those who
have limited means. However, like the federal Pell ban, many of these financial aid programs have bans on or other barriers to access for incarcerated
students.22 This report contains a comprehensive overview of barriers to

Although federal financial aid remains the
primary funding source for low-income
students in the United States, nearly all
states also have financial aid programs
meant to support college attendance
among those who have limited means.

accessing state financial aid faced by incarcerated students and the colleges
and universities in which they seek to enroll. By surveying state laws and
financial aid policies, this report highlights the legal barriers preventing
states from investing in the education of qualified students who are serving
time in prison, reviews state and federal funding sources that are currently available, and suggests ways in which policymakers and education
leaders can incorporate merit- and need-based state financial aid into the
suite of funding sources. In addition, the Technical Appendix (available at
www.vera.org/a-piece-of-the-puzzle-appendix) provides a state-by-state
detailed description of need- and merit-based aid programs available to
incarcerated students, as well as programs with statutory and other barriers.
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Why invest in state funding for postsecondary education in prison now?*
State governments are increasingly looking to build their
workforce by improving access to funding for higher
education and providing pathways to high-demand jobs.
Vera’s recently released report—Investing in Futures:
Economic and Fiscal Benefits of Postsecondary Education
in Prison—written with the Georgetown Center on Poverty
and Inequality, found that expanding these programs to
include incarcerated students will spur economic benefits
throughout a state.a

›› Taxpayer savings. Every dollar invested in

postsecondary education in prison saves taxpayers $4 to
$5 in incarceration costs.b

›› Increased employment and economic stability.

Each year, more than 600,000 formerly incarcerated

people return to their communities in states across the
country. Participation in postsecondary programs while
incarcerated can increase students’ employment rates
by up to 10 percent.c

›› Better jobs. Eighty percent of good jobs—defined as jobs
paying $35,000 or more for 25–44 year olds—require at
least some postsecondary education, and 56 percent of
good jobs require at least a bachelor’s degree.d

›› Safer communities. Studies show that participation

in postsecondary education can reduce an individual’s
likelihood of recidivism by up to 48 percent.e In addition,
prisons with postsecondary education programs report
lower levels of violence in facilities, making them safer for
those who live and work in prisons.f

* Box notes at end of report.
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Incarcerated Students, State
Educational Attainment Goals,
and Departments of Corrections:
Where State Financial Aid Fits In

E

xpanding access to state financial aid has benefits for students and their
families; colleges, universities, and state higher education systems; and
state departments of corrections. These benefits can form a complementary relationship among the college, the community, and the students in
prison, in which each relies on the others to ensure the availability of strong,
sustainable postsecondary education programs to a broad range of students.
For students and their families. Across the United States, students
and their families must pay tuition, fees, and other costs related to postsecondary education. Among enrolled students, 57 percent report using
scholarships and 56 percent report using grants to reduce this financial
burden.23 Incarcerated people, compared to people who are not in prison,
are more likely to have grown up below the federal poverty line, in a
single-parent household, and in economically distressed neighborhoods.24
Once in prison, their typical earnings are between $0.14 and $1.41 per
hour.25 Based on how the federal government determines a student’s financial need—a calculation that is often also used to determine state financial
aid eligibility—most incarcerated people would have qualified for needbased financial aid programs prior to incarceration, and they are likely to
remain eligible during their prison terms.26 Finally, incarceration has been
shown to lower annual and lifetime earnings, making it likely that incarcerated people will be eligible for need-based aid after they return home.27
With incomes so low, paying for college without need-based financial aid is likely to be extremely difficult for incarcerated people and their
families. Were they to have access to postsecondary education while
incarcerated, more incarcerated people could use their time in prison to
learn skills that would make it easier to find stable employment once they
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return to their communities.28 Postsecondary education is much more than
advanced training: it is becoming a basic requirement for most jobs in the
American economy. Indeed, within the next several years, two-thirds of all
jobs will require some type of postsecondary training.29 Moreover, providing access to postsecondary education in prisons can disrupt the cycle of
poverty and incarceration: children of those who attend college are more
likely to enroll themselves.30

Expanding access to state financial
aid has benefits for students and their
families; colleges, universities, and
state higher education systems; and
state departments of corrections.

Colleges, universities, and state higher education systems. Public
community colleges, private colleges, and state universities also benefit
from increased access to financial aid for incarcerated students. States in
every region of the country are acutely focused on workforce development initiatives. These programs aim to equip those groups that still face
high unemployment rates with the skills necessary to match employers’ needs. And with low overall unemployment rates, business owners
are more open to hiring formerly incarcerated students.31 Ensuring that
incarcerated people can acquire the skills and credentials in high demand
in their states or regions is a necessary part of a state’s higher education
efforts to meet workforce goals.
Public and private colleges, as well as state higher education systems,
set equity goals to expand access to and completion of education for
students and communities of color. Given that 70 percent of men and 52
percent of women in federal and state prisons identify as people of color,
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but only 42 percent of people in postsecondary education overall identify
as students of color, engaging in prison-based education may help these
institutions fulfill their goals of improving the diversity of postsecondary
education participants.32 Developing the capacity of colleges and universities to enroll incarcerated students, a historically underrepresented
population in postsecondary programs, may aid these institutions in meeting their broader goals.

Partnering with colleges and
universities to provide postsecondary
programs can help state corrections
agencies meet institutional goals
related to evidence-based practices
and recidivism reduction.

Many states are also pursuing initiatives to improve educational attainment among residents. For example, Tennessee’s Drive to 55, Michigan’s
Detroit Drives Degrees, and Arizona’s Achieve60AZ all seek to raise
postsecondary attainment to a certain percentage by a certain date.33
Achieve60AZ, for example, has set the “ambitious but achievable goal” of
raising the college degree attainment rate from 42 percent to 60 percent of
state residents between the ages of 25 and 64 by 2030.34 Given that some
postsecondary institutions report higher than average program completion
rates among incarcerated students, expanding access to higher education in
prison could help states achieve these attainment goals.35
State departments of corrections. Partnering with colleges and universities to provide postsecondary programs can help state corrections agencies
meet institutional goals related to evidence-based practices and recidivism
reduction. Postsecondary education has been shown to reduce recidivism
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among those who enroll by as much as 48 percent.36 Based on these findings, education programs, including postsecondary education, were given a
rating of “promising” in 2014 by the U.S. Department of Justice in its compendium of evidence-based practices.37 But as state corrections agencies
report, funding is the largest obstacle to making postsecondary education
programs available to qualified students.38 By working with programs that
accept financial aid, corrections agencies will have access to postsecondary
partners that can reliably provide education programming in prison.
Programs that accept federal and state financial aid must meet various
eligibility requirements related to accreditation and the types of programs in which students can enroll.39 This ensures that courses offered
to students meet the accrediting and program standards set by the U.S.
Department of Education and/or relevant state education agencies.
Working with programs that accept financial aid may therefore offer assurance to corrections agencies and the public that the programs offered will
provide students with the credentials they need for success after prison.
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Access to State Merit- and NeedBased Aid for Students in Prison

T

he findings presented here are drawn from Vera’s review of all 50
states’ statutes and policies related to state financial aid. The findings
are summarized in Figure 1 in this report on page 10, as well as presented with detailed individual state analyses in the Technical Appendix.
More than half of all states have some statutory or policy barrier preventing incarcerated students from accessing at least one state aid program.
These barriers have differing impacts on students’ abilities to fund their
education during and after incarceration, depending on how the requirements are drafted and implemented. The following discussion describes
states with no barriers, those with statutory barriers based on incarceration status, those that extend beyond a prison term, and those with
statutory or policy barriers that are based on federal financial aid eligibility.

States with no barriers on state financial
aid programs
Seventeen states and the District of Columbia have no statutory, regulatory,
or policy or practice barriers explicitly precluding incarcerated students
from applying for state financial aid: Alabama, Alaska, Connecticut, Hawaii,
Idaho, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, Minnesota, Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, Vermont, Virginia, and Wisconsin.40 In
these states, incarcerated students should be eligible for state financial aid.
Kentucky, while technically allowing incarcerated students to receive
financial aid, established a de factor barrier: rather than having a flat
prohibition, its statutes prevent incarcerated students from receiving
state financial aid unless all other eligible nonincarcerated students have
received awards.41 Because Kentucky has not historically fully funded its
grant program, incarcerated students are moved to the back of a line that is
never entirely served.42
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Figure 1

Comparison of state financial aid barriers
CIRCLE No barriers to
state aid

CIRCLE Some barriers to
state aid

CIRCLE Significant barriers to
state aid

CIRCLE Other barrier status

Types of barriers

State

Barrier status
(none/some/all)

States with statutory
and/or policy barriers
based on students'
incarceration status1

States with statutory
barriers that extend past
release from prison

States with statutory
and/or policy barriers
based on eligibility for
federal financial aid

Alabama

CIRCLE

Alaska

CIRCLE

Arizona

CIRCLE

Arkansas

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

California

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Colorado

CIRCLE

Connecticut

CIRCLE

Delaware

CIRCLE

District of
Columbia

CIRCLE

Florida

CIRCLE

Georgia

CIRCLE

Hawaii

CIRCLE

Idaho

CIRCLE

Illinois

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Indiana

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Iowa

CIRCLE

Kansas

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

1

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE
CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Some incarcerated students will be unable to access financial aid even in states without specific statutory or policy bans on aid for incarcerated
people, because these states have bans that refer to conviction histories or criminal records. The conviction that resulted in the prison sentence the
incarcerated person is serving will make them ineligible based on these types of bans. All incarcerated students in Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, Utah,
and Washington who have convictions (except for some misdemeanors) are unable to access at least one program, while students convicted of
specific offenses (such as felony drug convictions) are unable to access at least one program in Delaware, South Carolina, South Dakota, and Texas.
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CIRCLE No barriers to
state aid

CIRCLE Some barriers to
state aid

CIRCLE Significant barriers to
state aid

CIRCLE Other barrier status

Types of barriers

Barrier status
(none/some/all)

States with statutory
and/or policy barriers
based on students'
incarceration status1

States with statutory
barriers that extend past
release from prison

Kentucky

CIRCLE 2

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Louisiana

CIRCLE

Maine

CIRCLE

Maryland

CIRCLE

Massachusetts

CIRCLE 3

Michigan

CIRCLE

Minnesota

CIRCLE

Mississippi

CIRCLE

Missouri

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Montana

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Nebraska

CIRCLE4

Nevada

CIRCLE

New Hampshire

CIRCLE

New Jersey

CIRCLE

New Mexico

CIRCLE

New York

CIRCLE

North Carolina

CIRCLE

State

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE 3

CIRCLE 3

CIRCLE 3

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE
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CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE4

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Priority for state aid is given to students who are not incarcerated.
Board of Education guidelines for some programs conflict on eligibility.
4
Ban is based on agency interpretation and may or may not apply to every program.
2

3

States with statutory
and/or policy barriers
based on eligibility for
federal financial aid

CIRCLE

CIRCLE No barriers to
state aid

CIRCLE Some barriers to
state aid

CIRCLE Significant barriers to
state aid

CIRCLE Other barrier status

Types of barriers

State

Barrier status
(none/some/all)

States with statutory
and/or policy barriers
based on students'
incarceration status1

States with statutory
barriers that extend past
release from prison

CIRCLE

North Dakota

CIRCLE

Ohio

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Oklahoma

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Oregon

CIRCLE

Pennsylvania

CIRCLE

Rhode Island

CIRCLE

South Carolina

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

South Dakota

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Tennessee

CIRCLE

Texas

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Utah

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

Vermont

CIRCLE

Virginia

CIRCLE

Washington

CIRCLE

West Virginia

CIRCLE

Wisconsin

CIRCLE6

Wyoming

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

States with statutory
and/or policy barriers
based on eligibility for
federal financial aid

CIRCLE5
CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE
CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE

CIRCLE7

CIRCLE

The state board has authority to deny aid but does not presently exercise it except for one program.
Most aid programs contain barriers for people who are in arrears on child support payments.
7
Students who have completed all court-imposed conditions may appeal this barrier.
5

6
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States with statutory and policy barriers
based on students’ incarceration status
Sixteen states bar students who are incarcerated from accessing at least
one financial aid program in the state based on their incarceration status:
Arkansas, California, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Montana, New
Jersey, New York, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, West Virginia,
and Wyoming.43 These statutory barriers generally do not apply once students are no longer incarcerated.

The majority of people in prison are
interested in pursuing postsecondary
education, but only a fraction are able
to enroll.

In all of these states except New York, which limits its ban to prisons,
the prohibition on awarding financial aid to incarcerated students extends
to those held both in prisons and jails.44 This is in contrast to the federal
Pell ban, which the U.S. Department of Education has clarified does not
prohibit otherwise eligible students from receiving need-based aid while
incarcerated in jails, juvenile facilities, or halfway houses.45

States with statutory barriers that extend
past release from prison
In 14 states, including five states that also have programs with barriers based on carceral status, the restrictions on state financial aid are
more severe. Six states—Delaware, Florida, Kentucky, South Carolina,
Washington, and Wyoming—permanently bar students convicted of
any felony from consideration for at least one of their state financial aid
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programs even after completion of their sentences.46 Texas bars students
with felony or drug convictions from receiving aid for two years after
they return to the community or complete parole or probation.47 Two
states, Georgia and South Dakota, have permanent bans on financial aid
for students convicted of any drug-related felony.48 In Michigan, students
convicted of a felony involving assault, physical injury, or death are not
eligible for one of the state’s financial aid programs.49
In addition, four states—Louisiana, Mississippi, Oklahoma, and Utah—
permanently bar students with any criminal convictions from some state
financial aid programs.50 Missouri and Tennessee ban students convicted of a
crime while receiving state financial aid from renewing their state assistance,
provided that such a conviction would preclude the student from receiving
federal financial aid under Title IV of the Higher Education Act, which governs federal student assistance programs.51 (For a more detailed discussion of
Title IV, see below.) By statute, Ohio bars students convicted of riot, failure to
disperse, and misconduct at an emergency from receiving aid under any of
the state’s financial aid programs for two calendar years.52

States with statutory and policy barriers
based on eligibility for federal financial
aid programs
Some states limit incarcerated students’ access to state financial aid less
explicitly by referring to federal eligibility standards, typically referencing
either Title IV eligibility or Pell eligibility. (Federal Pell Grants are offered as
part of a suite of federal student financial aid programs enacted in Title IV
of the Higher Education Act.)53 In this way, federal policy is echoed in state
programs. When these policies or regulations reference Pell eligibility, the status of students’ eligibility is clear: incarcerated students are ineligible for Pell
Grants. However, when they reference Title IV eligibility more broadly, these
statutes become more difficult to interpret, because incarcerated students
are eligible for other aid programs authorized by Title IV, such as Federal
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (FSEOG).54 Partial eligibility
for Title IV may be interpreted in different ways in different states.
By statute, North Carolina and Louisiana require Pell eligibility to qualify
for some state financial aid programs. The Missouri Department of Higher
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Education has interpreted the state’s statutory barrier to those with criminal
convictions to bar consideration of any student who is not eligible for Pell
Grants, although the statute itself references Title IV more broadly.55
States that do not explicitly reference Pell eligibility in their statutes
may still use it as a qualifying mechanism. In Arizona, Colorado, Indiana,
Kansas, Massachusetts, Nebraska, and West Virginia, state higher education
agencies have established policies that require Pell or Title IV eligibility.
Massachusetts’ policy requires not only that students be eligible to receive
a Pell Grant, but also that they have never been convicted of a drug offense
or incarcerated in a federal or state penal institution.56 This ban extends
after students have returned to their community. These state education
agencies are typically empowered by the state’s statutes or regulations to
set policies on how to process student applications.57 These policies also can
restrict incarcerated students’ access to funding for so long as the federal
program contains a ban that applies to them.
Although the effect is the same, Rhode Island organizes its funding slightly differently: the Rhode Island Office of the Postsecondary
Commissioner allocates state financial aid dollars to colleges in the state,
which can distribute aid based on their own eligibility criteria.58 The
Community College of Rhode Island and Rhode Island College have chosen to require Pell eligibility for Rhode Island’s Supplemental Opportunity
Grant and Stay-the-Course Scholarship, respectively.59
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Additional state and federal financial aid and funding programs with no barriers*
In developing strategies to serve a wide variety of students,
colleges and universities working in the community approach
funding in a number of ways. They seek state appropriations,
full-time equivalent enrollment (FTE) allocations, and public
and private grants to support their operations and innovations.
Prison-based college programs, which traditionally have relied
entirely on private foundations and donations or a single
source of public funding, can develop similar multistream
funding opportunities for their students. Using a variety of
funding sources protects students from having to terminate
their education if a single source fails and has the potential to
expand access and opportunity.
In addition to Pell Grants and need- and merit-based state
financial aid, there are a few additional state and federal
programs that are available to incarcerated college students or
to postsecondary institutions seeking to offer programs to them.
This section summarizes only those federal programs available
to incarcerated students and postsecondary institutions
working in prison and those at the state level that are available
to at least some students and postsecondary institutions.

›› GI Bill. The Department of Veterans Affairs can pay

certain benefits to honorably discharged veterans who are
incarcerated in a federal, state, or local penal institution;
however, the amount depends on the type of benefit and
the reason for incarceration.a Although prior to the passage
of the Forever GI Bill in 2017 veterans had 15 years from
their last discharge or release from active duty before their
eligibility for college assistance lapsed, these benefits no
longer have a time limit.b

›› Federal Work-Study (FWS) and Federal Supplemental

Education Opportunity Grant (FSEOG). FWS and
FSEOG are need-based federal financial aid programs.
Students who qualify for FWS are awarded a certain
amount of money and may earn up to that sum
performing part-time work for their school, which helps
pay for their education expenses.c The FSEOG is a grant
ranging from $100 to $4,000 per year depending on
need.d According to the U.S. Department of Education,
incarcerated students technically may be eligible to
receive FWS and FSEOG funding.e Although there are
real challenges to accessing these funds in prison—for
example, it is difficult for incarcerated students to perform
many common FWS jobs—FWS could be a way to pay
incarcerated students enrolled in postsecondary programs

as tutors or instructional aides at a prevailing wage. These
wages could supplement other funds with which students
pay tuition for postsecondary programs.

›› Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA).

WIOA is designed to help coordinate education, training,
and support needs of job seekers with the needs of
employers.f The act provides a number of ways to fund
programs that assist job seekers in attaining the skills
and knowledge that will make them desirable employees.
Title II of WIOA, known as the Adult Education and
Family Literacy Act, is widely used in pre-college prison
education programs, but few states use WIOA Title I Adult
and Dislocated Worker funding to fund postsecondary
programs.g Because WIOA funds are targeted at increasing
employment, this funding source may be especially
relevant to career and technical programs.

›› State and federal foster care tuition assistance.

Twenty-eight states provide tuition assistance programs
for people who have been in the child welfare system.h The
majority of these programs include a tuition waiver for
qualifying students and are available to students who are
currently incarcerated.i In addition, the federal government
funds an education and training voucher program for
former and current foster care youth, which is managed
by each state.j The program provides up to $5,000 of
funding per student per year to aid with tuition, books,
fees, and other living expenses.k Each program has specific
eligibility requirements beyond need, such as age limits or
application timing requirements, and not all incarcerated
students will qualify. (See the Technical Appendix for more
information on the availability of state programs that are
not part of the federal voucher program.)

›› State full-time equivalent enrollments. State colleges

and universities are often funded through state full-time
equivalent (FTE) student enrollments. This means that the
school receives funding “per enrolled student” but, rather
than counting heads, the funders count 15 credit hours as
“one full-time student.” Many states allow public colleges
and universities to count incarcerated students toward their
enrollment targets. Enrolling more incarcerated students,
even if they are part-time students, creates a source of
funding for state institutions as well as an incentive to grow
prison-based programs to scale.l

* Box notes at end of report.
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Hidden Barriers for Incarcerated
Students Applying for State Meritor Need-Based Financial Aid

S

tates with explicit barriers on financial aid ensure that incarcerated
students cannot partake in this essential resource to fund their
education. But even in states where no explicit barriers exist, there
are a number of additional factors that influence whether incarcerated
students are eligible for a specific state financial aid program. These eligibility requirements create another, hidden layer of barriers for incarcerated
students, including additional conditions beyond financial need, state or
county residence, and burdensome application documentation.

Beyond need: Additional eligibility
requirements for state financial aid
Many state financial aid programs have a number of eligibility requirements
that make it difficult for incarcerated students to qualify for funding, such as
full-time enrollment, high school GPA minimums, enrollment in a public state
university or community college, or enrollment in a program before reaching
age 20 or within a certain number of months of obtaining one’s high school
credentials.60 The educational histories of many incarcerated people would
preclude them from eligibility based on these criteria, and the timing of their
incarceration or sentence length may bar them from others.61 Incarcerated students and their advisors should work with their state higher education agency
to understand which programs are most appropriate for them.

Residency requirements
Incarcerated students must meet state residency requirements to be
eligible for almost all state financial aid programs. State residency is
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also required to receive in-state tuition benefits at public universities
and community colleges. State statutes generally outline residency
requirements.62 Although these statutes vary, typically states’ residency
definitions have a durational requirement, and applicants must show that
they or their parents have resided in the state for the requisite period.63
Incarceration does not necessarily count toward this durational require-

Even in states where no explicit barriers
exist, additional factors influence whether
incarcerated students are eligible for a
specific state financial aid program.

ment. In addition, each college or university financial aid office conducts
its own domicile analysis for all students to determine if they qualify
for in-state tuition.64 As part of this process, students may be asked to
produce proof of address or demonstrate that they graduated from a
high school in the state. This may be challenging for students who are
currently incarcerated or who, prior to incarceration, did not have stable
housing. Proving residency is key to optimizing funding, as state financial
aid programs are often structured to meet the costs of in-state tuition for
state postsecondary institutions.65

The challenges of completing applications
while incarcerated
In general, students apply for state financial aid using the Free Application
for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA)—even if they are not concurrently applying for federal aid.66 Students must complete all sections of the FAFSA,
including selective service requirements and income tax verification. Both
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educational institutions and incarcerated students face a number of challenges in completing and processing these applications.
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››

Eighty percent of students apply for federal financial aid through
FAFSA online, while less than 1 percent submit their applications
on paper.67 Very few prisons offer Internet access to incarcerated
people, meaning that many colleges and universities must provide
additional support to help incarcerated students submit paper
applications, such as providing forms for students to request tax
information or scanning and uploading paper applications to the
online submission portal.68

››

Male financial aid applicants are required to register for the military
draft with the Selective Service Administration by age 26 in order
to be eligible for federal financial aid, and 31 states have also adopted
this requirement.69 For a variety of reasons, including repeated
incarcerations, homelessness, and family instability, many incarcerated students have not registered. Although those men who are
under age 26 can still register and become eligible, others who are
26 or older must go through an appeals process with the college or
university financial aid office to explain extenuating circumstances
that prevented their enrollment by the age deadline.70

››

Income tax verification for students, their spouses, or their parents
can be a major challenge. Because of their restricted access to their
personal financial records while in prison, many incarcerated students
have struggled to meet income tax verification requirements. In addition, incarcerated students may find it difficult to collect documents
from spouses and parents. Finally, the ways in which the Internal
Revenue Service accepts requests for tax records often conflict with
permitted or accessible communication methods in correctional facilities, making it difficult to obtain records.71 Even where these resources
can be compiled, the cumulative time involved in requesting and gathering paper records for submission is itself a barrier.

››

Students are not eligible for federal financial aid if they have federal student loans in default, and many states have incorporated
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this requirement into their financial aid programs.72 Even if they
have the resources to make payments, incarcerated people may
struggle to contact the holders of their defaulted loans while they
are in prison where pay phones and regular mail may be the only
available means of communication. Some colleges and universities
have assisted incarcerated students in overcoming these difficulties
and getting their student loans out of default by setting up monthly
payment plans. But not only are students barred from using loan
consolidation to resolve defaulted loans while incarcerated, many
states have policies that limit the ability of incarcerated people to
enter into payment contracts, making it more difficult for colleges
and universities to assist their students.73
››

Finally, incarcerated students may struggle to communicate with
financial aid offices to complete application processes. Many financial
aid offices communicate entirely by email or through online portals,
neither of which are freely available to most incarcerated students,
especially before they are enrolled.74 Colleges in which incarcerated
students enroll have found it helpful to host office hours or other
financial aid advising sessions with current and prospective students
leading to resolve barriers and answer questions.
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Conclusion

A

lthough this report is limited to the laws and regulations related
to state financial aid, in reality colleges and universities will need
to organize multiple funding streams to fully sustain and support higher education in prison. This report suggests that states looking
to expand postsecondary education in prisons can use the same set of
tools for funding that they use in higher education in the community.
Policymakers, college and university leaders, deans, and financial aid
directors do not need to reinvent the wheel when it comes to funding
prison-based education. Instead, they can look for ways to remove barriers
to existing funding and use the same strategies they employ in blending
funding streams in the new prison environment.

States looking to expand postsecondary
education in prisons can use the same
set of tools for funding that they use in
higher education in the community.

Some states are already experimenting with multiple funding streams
for higher education in prison. For example, in California, Texas, and
Wisconsin, students are accessing veterans’ benefits, Second Chance Pell
Grants, and state financial aid or tuition waivers; and the postsecondary
programs that enroll these students have successfully sought private philanthropic funding and accessed state FTE allocations. The combinations of
these funding sources have enabled a variety of students to enroll—those
who qualify for some financial aid programs but not others—and allowed
the colleges to offer privately funded scholarships to those who do not
qualify for any financial aid program. By blending funding, the costs of
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operating these programs are distributed across multiple sources, so that
no single source is responsible for the entire program. These programs
minimize their vulnerability to changes in any one funding source and
diversify the students who can enroll.
The outlook for the reinstatement of federal Pell Grant eligibility for people in prison is promising, and repeal of the current ban is critical in order
to scale high quality higher education in the nation’s prisons.75 But there is
more that can be done at the state level.76 By leveraging multiple sources of
funding—including renewed Pell eligibility on the federal level as well as the
state financial aid resources outlined in this report—colleges and universities
can begin to lay the foundation for a strong, sustainable future for postsecondary programs in prison. These colleges and universities have the potential
to make high-quality, well-resourced programs accessible to tens of thousands of people in prisons across the United States.
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